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Blissenbach Range of High Quality
Suspension and Tube Penetration
The suspension constitutes the load-bearing component
of our I.D.-scarfing system. It not only ensures maximum
stability of the overall system, it also provides for
adjustment even during operation. This has a positive
impact on the production process. An in-house design,
the mount is individually tailored to your tube welding
system. In addition to a high level of overall system
stability, the mount offers a variety of adjustment
options to ensure optimum cut application of the
inside tube scarfer.
• Custom suspension dimensions
• Custom-designed specific to tube welding line
in tension or compression models
• Orbital adjustment feature for adjusting the
I.D.-scarfer to weld center
• Vertical adjustment to ensure precision
suspension adjustment
• Media required for hydraulics and cooling
(through flow / return flow impeder, inside tube
scarfer) fed through swiveling segment of suspension
• Axial adjustment in order to adjust the fin of the tube
penetration into the center of the open seam tube

Suspension
Two bolts are used to attach the suspension to the
fin pass stand on the welding line. The excentric
bolts located in the suspension permit compensation
for minor mismatch. Suspension height can be varied,
even during operation, in order to adjust impeder

and I.D.-scarfer to the tube center line. An adjustable
swiveling segment provides orbital I.D.-scarfer adjustment. Both the emulsion used for impeder and tool
cooling, and the hydraulic oil for tool adjustment, are
fed to impeder and I.D.-scarfer through the swiveling
segment, and into the tube penetration. The working
points for different tube diameters relative to tube
center can be reproduced as needed using measurement features located on the suspension (optional).

Tube Penetration with Tow Bar
Through the open seam tube, the tube penetration
connects the suspension to the bar with coupled
impeder and I.D.-scarfer. The suspension and bar
with attached impeder, as well as the tool, are all
connected to the tube penetration through the open
seam tube. Carbide metal plates in the tube penetration
prevent the strip edges of the open seam tube from
damaging the fin of the tube penetration assembly.
The fin design allows insertion of the system into
narrow tube gaps. This reduces the distance between
suspension and deburring point to an absolut
minimum. Our focus for this design is to meet requirements for maximum overall system stability. The hook
coupling of the tube penetration permits accurate
attachment by hooking over the swiveling segment
of the suspension. A head cap screw is used to attach
the tube penetration securely to the swiveling segment
of the suspension. The large ‘load bearing’ surface
between the swiveling segment on the suspension unit
and the tube penetration assembly ensures that the
impeder and I.D.-scarfer is always parallel
to the tube centerline.

Aufhängung / Suspension
Rohraußen-Ø bis …
Tube outside-Ø up to

Bezeichnung
Description

*25,4 mm = 1 inch
Drehsegment-Ø
Swiveling segment-Ø

Höhenverstellung
Height adjustment range

Hobelverdrehung
I.D.-scarfer turning range

[mm]

[inch]*

[mm]

[inch]*

[mm]

[inch]*

50

1,969

A 015 018 - 35.000

70

2,756

40

1,575

+15° / -15°

80

3,150

A 015 060 - 35.000

100

3,937

80

3,150

+15° / -15°

90

3,543

A 015 060 - 10.000

115

4,528

80

3,150

+15° / -15°

160

6,299

A 095 05 - 50.000

170

6,693

120

4,724

+15° / -15°

220

8,661

A 095 210 - 60.000

240

9,449

120

4,724

+15° / -15°

320

12,598

A 095 330 - 70.000

360

14,173

200

7,874

+15° / -15°

Irrtümer und technische Änderungen vorbehalten.

Subject to technical modifications and errors.

